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In coming to graduate school I thought Iwas finally getting back to my first and
only love: photography. Once I got here though, I realized that anything was possible
and it became my opportunity to brave any medium, any theory, any philosophy
and
runwith it, and so I did.
Before coming to Rochester I was working at Northwestern University as a
conservation technician in the Library's Preservation Department and had come to
appreciate the book as a physical object, an artifact if you will, an artifact that had a
history and mythology of its own that often went unseen or unnoticed. So it was with
this observation this thesis was born, with an appreciation of a medium that most
people considered functional only or at worst, mere decoration for the coffee table.
Since most people are unfamiliar with the history of the book I would like to outline
some representative forms that have affected my understanding.
The form of the book thatwe commonly think of is the codex, which is a number
of pages or leaves stacked, folded and bound along one edge. Before the codex, there
are forms such as palm leaf books where stacks of trimmed palm leaves were pierced
at each end and strung on a cord which would wrap around the book when it was not
in use (fig.l). This type of book has inspired many book artists including Monique
Lallier whose Vie Birthday by Emily Wliittle, uses the same structure to make a sort of
fan (fig. 2).
Another pre-codex form is the scroll made out 6f papyrus, vellum and later,
paper. Scrolls can be extremely elaborate, as in religious
or ritual texts, or humbly
simple, as in correspondence and everyday accounts. The scroll
remained the format of
choice even after the common codex began gaining popularity in about
the 4th century
CE butwas eventually phased out by about the 6th century. (Pankow)
The codex form resulted of the way wax writing tablets were bound with
rings
or leather thongs along a long edge, an early example of our modern spiral bindings or
three ring notebooks. (Chaika, 48) The advantage of random access and a linear
narrative in a compact container made the common western-bound, multi-section book
a form which has gone almost unchanged for 1500 years. Although the basic elements
remain the same, variations on this form have been numerous, sometimes for reason of
function, sometimes for reasons of binding speed and efficiency. Longstitch and
chainstich bindings became a popular European binding form between the 14th and
16th centuries. (Chaika, 49) Usually used for ledger, clerical or blank books, these
exposed self-supported sewn structures allowed complete openablity at any point in
the text. In other words, wherever the book was opened, itwould stay opened and flat
at that spot. Gary Frost, currently the conservator at BookLab in Austin Texas, has
studied this form closely and through his teaching, brought back a beautiful historical
form for book artists to experimentwith and use.
Even more obscure historical forms have had an effect on contemporary artists.
One such unique example is nicknamed the German
"string"
book. This is a bookwith a
wooden handle containing the ends of a mass of paper strips on which are written the
4. .
major events from Creation to 1595 (fig. 3). The writing is clear and legible
but there is
no apparent beginning or end. However obscure, this book was the inspiration for
Larry
B.Thomas'
Flagellation Book # 10-4-D/10-4-D-yea, which has an ornate guilt handle
containing the ends of long shreds of tax forms (fig. 4).
Eastern forms of binding also have had a definite impact on the work of
contemporary artists of the book, myself included. Japanese four-hole binding (or
pouch binding), which started in the fourteenth century, is the most common
recognized form of eastern binding still being used today. It is so synonymous with
eastern books that even contemporary Asian novels reproduce the four-hole designs on
the covers of
"western"
style paperbacks. The various sewing patterns even have
specific names such as tortoise-shell, hemp-leaf, and spring-tree. (Ikegami, 4)
Even large publishers of mass produced books can still be tempered to make
objects that are by all rights considered
"artists' books,"
yet are distributed widely. Ten
years ago critics of book arts and artists lamented that the inherent paradox of an
object that attempted to be popular and elitist at the same time would have difficulty
becoming a best seller. (Rice, 7) But recently, Nick Bantock's series of three Griffin and
Sabine books all made the Times best Seller list. Each page displays the personal
correspondence of two people through their
"original"
cards and letters which the
reader must take out of envelopes fastened to the pages. Another example of a mass
produced
artists'
book is Lady Cottington's Pressed Fairy Book which is printed as a
**
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facsimile of an English woman's dairy complete with fairies and
goblins pressed between the pages. Innovations in book design and interaction are
usually reserved for juvenile literature, but the imagery and the story that unfolds is
definitely unsuitable for children.
Two particular areas in the world of the book have guided my training as a
binder and have influenced the current direction of my art work. The first of these is
the fine binding, or designer binding, tradition. A designer binder is a craftsman who
takes an existing text block (usually from a small press or special edition), designs an
appropriate binding and executes that design, usually in leather, but sometimes in
decorated papers.
One of the more avant garde contemporary binders is Philip Smith, an English
binder who championed the feather onlay technique. With this technique, he is able to
"paint"
with small scraps of leather to create beautifully painterly bindings. When the
tonal depth from the onlaid leather was not enough, he began to create sculptural
bindings, such as Lite Four Gospels, and Fungus and Curmudgeonly (fig. 5). Smith, who
feels that, "bookness provides the basis for much
elasticity/'
created a book wall of
seven sets of the three volume set of Tlie Lord of the Rings in 1968-69. (Smith, 17) It was
a single huge design executed over the grid created by the front covers of all 21 books
(fig. 6). The books were mounted inside of a frame that would allow a view of the
entire grid and design. The backs of the books made another design which was visible
from the other side of the frame. Although Smith returned to sets of Tlie Lord of the
9.
Rings for book walls a number of times he also experimented with Variable Book Stack,
in which the colored spines of 500 paperback books arranged on bookshelves, formed
designs. Two of these variations were the 1983 Sunburst and Book Face. Smith's basic
philosophy is to relate, "the imagery to bookness, and aiming at spiritual as well as
physical
content,"
and is sure that, "the book as an object is capable of acting as a
metaphorical statement for spiritual, psychological... and other
truths."
(Smith, 68-9, 82)
Another important fine binder is the Czech born Jan Sobota who, along with
other Czech binders, was greatly influenced by Philip Smith's ideas of the sculptural
binding. In a 1986 work he constructed three separate coverings that depicted
costumes worn by the Czech actor Jindrich Mosna. The book was encased in a slip
case made to look like a peasant costume, over which a box slid that resembled an
officer's uniform. These were enclosed by a cover which lqoked like an old brown over
coat that closed to protect the entire package. Not only is this an amazing piece of
craftsmanship but a beautifully conceived design as well. Sobota repeated this theme
of the coat in his 1991 binding of the Poems of W.B. Yeats where the text block is
protected by a worn green overcoat
"hung"
on a hanger incorporated into the book
structure (fig. 7). The book then hangs on a wooden coat rack for display. In Tree of
Knowledge, the concept of the binding is stretched further by covering a three
dimensional
"tree"
structure, made of bookboard and covered in leather. The end of
each branch, contains one of a number of little books of handmade paper (fig. 8).
Sobota's experimentation is in dedicated service to the form of the book itself and has
to.
been slowly and begrudgingly accepted in the fine binding world and, unfortunately,
is still unknown outside the fine binding world. (Sobota, 10)
The other area of the bookbinding world that has had a great impact on my
work is the conservation field. Working as a collections conservator and dealing each
week with hundreds of different books, all in poor condition, I have gained a deep
appreciation for a book's structure, mechanics, and its value as an artifact.
Some of the most significant contemporary book artists are either practicing
conservators themselves or have been trained by one. (Minsky, 57) Commonly
accepted conservation treatments, such as the clamshell or dropspine box, have been
readily adopted by artists to use as they like. Two examples are Marcia Palazzdo's
Mystery for the Non-Reader (fig. 9), and Frances Loyd's untitled box containing images
and a real birds nest (fig. 10). Conservators are often affected by the objects they work
with and sometimes, when nothing can be done and a book is discarded, it is saved
from anonymous death by being incorporated into a book work. An excellent example
is Women of the Bible: From Abigail to the Queen of Sheba , by Barbara Mauriello,
conservator at the Newark Public Library, who was unable to save an 18th century
water and smoke damaged book, so when it had been withdrawn from the collection,
used the illustrations to make a series of cubes each containing the story of a particular
biblical character. The cubes were contained in a drop sided box, a box style often used
for very fragile materials. A more whimsical example is provided by Pamela
Spitzmueller of the University of Iowa Libraries, in her Preserved Book Series #6, where

small codices are encased with sand in sealed mason jars, illustrating the lengths that
some conservators will go to by making the artifact totally inaccessible (fig. 11).
(Minsky, 58)
Two specific artists have had a direct effect on my understanding of the book
as
a symbol by Their attention to and use of materials and scale. The first is Anselm
Kieferwhose consistent use of the book has made it a form that he is closely associated
with. In using lead, Kiefer makes the book not only weighty and toxic but a luminous
discourse that, "is essentially a visual
discourse"
as in Tlie Book, where the open lead
book, "signifying language
itself,"
is surrounded by a large painting on photographic
paper. (Haxthausen, 847) In approaching the book in the center, the viewer's
peripheral vision is filled by the massive canvas making a
"reading"
the singular,
intimate experience where Kiefer is at his best, where he is, "most in touch with his
private
self."
(Kozloff, 5) In Breaking of the Vessels, a tall shelf holds a series of massive
lead books (the piece weighs 7 1/2 tons altogether), broken glass covers the floor, and
copper wires randomly connect the elements, as the medieval libraries would have
chained books to the shelves. These are not books to cozy up with in a comfy chair, but
powerful spiritual symbols and metaphors of the book's role in culture and
enlightenment. (Haxthausen, 850)
Martin Puryear also influenced me, not so much in his sculptural forms
specifically, but in his choice of materials, his seemingly simple aesthetic, and his
philosophy. About his ownwork Puryear states,
I think that all my work has an element of ...fantasy, escape,
imagination, retreat... and idea of otherness. The materials tend
to be natural; I don't have a lot of feeling for materials that are
highly processed and industrialized. (Calo, 93)
When I saw his retrospective at the Hirshhorn Gallery in 1992, I was struck by the
finished naturalness of the materials he used such as wire mesh, tar, molded animal
hide, painted and finished wood, reeds and jute twine. The pieces were simple but
constructed with careful craftsmanship and attention to even the smallest details. The
arrangement allowed me an aesthetic experience at any distance. The atmosphere
created by these objects was one of quiet contemplation and even reverence. They were
minimal without being empty, abstract without being cold, contemporary without
irony. The tension that ran throughout the show was truly somewhere between, "the
insinuatingly graceful and the unabashedly
awkward."
(Princenthal, 134) After
hearing Puryear speak at R.I.T. in March, of that year, I realized that what I had sensed
in the gallery that day was not misguided for here was an artist living a created life
guided by a very sincere personal mythology and out of that belief, making sacred
objects that could affect a large audience. I became determined to do the same thing.
Books ofRemembered Rites and Celebrations, based on the idea of using historical
and traditional book forms as a medium, explored a number of themes including
stories, memories, rituals, traditions and the cycles of nature. Through my own study
and experience, I have come to define the book based on two factors: its function as a
container and ability of that container to provide access to information. It is this
definition, plus the idea of creating objects imbued with a certain sacredness, that
molded the ten works that appeared in the thesis exhibition in the Cell Gallery at
Writers and BooksWorkshop from April 7-29, 1995.
Books OfRemembered Rites and Celebrations
Listen tar paper text panels with engraved wooden blocks bound with rail spikes.
This piece is about a memory, on the surface, and about the traditions of ones
own consciousness but it also reminds us of the powerful effects of sound. By using
onomatopoeia, the book is the sound of the train while the tar paper text acts as a sort
of lengthy title card. The story can be read, if desired, but the book can be experienced
by itself, setting up a more open interpretation than if the text had been incorporated in
the object. The tar paper panels were tacked to the wall with rusty nails, as if one of the
wandering hobos my
father met on the Milwaukee - Sheboygan line were leaving a
note for a buddy. The text reads:
Listen
Out behind the house I grew up in, were train tracks. Now, because you
had to cross a very busy and dangerous street, plus 100 yards of Illinois
prairie to get to them, I only remember seeing them once as a child. My
father and sister and I took a walk back there one day looking at all the
prairie birds and eventually reached the tracks. Dad had paid his way
through art school by working on the railroad and had a great love and
respect for it. So when we heard the whistle signal the approach to the
crossing (2 long, 1 short, 1 long) we stepped back to a safe distance and
waited to wave to the engineer. As the train came by and we covered our
ears, even through the mufflers of 6 year old hands, I could hear that
rhythm but depending on the order and weight of the cars it would
change, like this...
ching, chang, ching, chang, CHACHUNK, Chachunk,
ching, chang, CHACHUNK, CKLAKLUNK, CKERCKLINK,
Cherklunk, ching, chang....
We took home a loose rail spike lying by the tracks. It still sits on my
fathers shelf by the western books.
I always remember lying in bed, in the middle of the night, hearing the
warning bells, then hearing the crossing whistle (2 long, 1 short, 1 long),
then feeling the house rock to the rhythm of the wheels gliding over the
seam where the rail ends meet. Itwould lull me to the brink of dreaming
and then itwould be gone.
I would strain to hear it fade into the distance and be content with that
whisper in the incomparable silence that can only be left in the wake of a
freight train.
Ritual Burialfor a Brittle Book - discarded brittle text block lain on platform over
pyre ofpampas grass.
Four boxes containing essential elements of original binding. The fact of this
being a brittle book is very important, for as a collections conservator I am forced to
deal with brittle books every day. A brittle book, by definition, is a book that was
printed after 1850 on wood pulp paper which chemically contains components that, if
activated by oxidants in the environment, will produce acid. This acid shortens the
fibers in the paper causing them to discolor and finally crumble to dust Once the
process begins it can be slowed or halted but any damage already done can not be
reversed. (Brilliant, 6) It is my ongoing task to decide what to do with books in this
condition and often all I can do is construct a box to contain the breaking pieces and
send the book back to the stacks to die.
This particular brittle book is a copy of Tlie Scarlet Letter : A Romance by
Nathaniel Hawthorne that was discarded. In saving this book from the university's
incinerator (brittle books cannot be recycled), I felt it should receive a proper and fitting
burial rite to mark its passing as a useful object and lay to rest the ideas of judgment
and propriety within its
pages. The book was carefully disbound with all the parts
saved and placed into the four small boxes that surrounded the text block's platformed
pyre. The first box held the spine leather, marker ribbon, and fragments of the gold
stamped title. The second held the book cloth peeled away from the covering boards.
In the third was the spine liner and endbands and the fourth contained the still intact
sewing
structure and glue fragments from the spine. The text block lay in state atop in
platform for the viewer to mourn its loss, whether the loss of the object, of innocence or
of romance itself.
Moon Plmses - Nezv, Waxing, Full, Waning
- longstitch binding patterns oftzvine on
rice paper shades.
The moons, of course, are a natural cycle but a cycle that often goes unnoticed.
This cycle seems to be a much more natural marking of the passage of time than a
monthly calendar
- which is why may of us are often surprised at the start of a new
"calendar"
month. They serve me as markers, that as Dr. Clarissa Pinkola Estes points
out, are,
...important (to) commemorate the seasons of the soul,
or a special or tragic event in the soul's journey.
Art is not just for oneself, not just a marker of one's
own understanding. It is also a map for those who
follow after us. (Estes, 15)
This attention to our nocturnal timepiece has become for me an important ritual to
which these shades serve as meditative "prayer
books"
for the daytime.
Life Cycle - Conception,Maiden,Motlter, Crone, Death Japanese binding
variations ofhemp rope and oiled branches on weathered boards.
This piece utilizes traditional sewing patterns that I learned when I
first began to
make books. When I conceived of them as being large patterns on wood, I did not fully
understand what they were really representing. It was only after living with these
objects for a time and changing some of the materials that they began to take shape in a
more illustrative way. I attempted to use a number of support materials but once the
hemp rope (hemp cord is a traditional Japanese material) patterns materialized on the
weathered barn wood, the whole piece finally began to work as the life cycle. The old
boards to me represented an ancient soul that remained consistent from conception till
death, and the overlaid bindings became the
"outward"
influences of the physical body,
personality, and experience. The first and last panels of oiled branches serve as
bookends for the other panels representing the three traditional earth cult phases of a
woman's life: maiden, mother, and crone. The stitching patterns on these panels
become progressively more complex and condensed until there is a return to the visual




tivig bundles bound with various cords supporting
crocheted baskets and textfragments.
The four bundles that make up this piece each hold seven sticks, representing
fourweeks or twenty-eight days. Three of the bundles support increasingly dense nests
crocheted out of the same cords that secure the bundles. These cords grow
progressively darker. The last nest has seemingly fallen and lays on the muslin floor
covering in a heap. The text fragments represent a gathering of knowledge and
experience throughout the month until it is expelled to start anew. This piece refers to
a cycle but is about ritual as well. We can become cold to the way we go through our
week or our month. Perhaps we need to take more careful notice of it instead of
considering the cycles of the body as a messy inconvenience or hassle. Increasingly in
the last four years and especially in making these pieces, it became important to notice
these things and mark them accordingly. In creating my own belief system I have had
to create my own mythology to support it, and this metaphorical representation is one
of the rituals that celebrates those myths. .
Journal - paper with journal entries sewn with twine on raised hemp cords bound
together at fore edge.
This is a traditional, multi-section codex that is unopenable. By denying the
viewer access I am giving valuable information. This is stated by the thick knobs of
string that bind the
ends of the raised cords around the entire text block. Journals are
private places where we write our thoughts, dreams, and ideas in the hopes that
someday we will be
brave enough to say them aloud and make them true. In looking
back overmy journal
(begun in 1988) I am sometimes saddened, startled or humored at
my reaction to a
situation were I felt it was not my place to speak. Sometimes though,
the things I have written frighten me and it is in those things where art is born. But not
yet. This piece, serving as my stalwart confessor, contains the things I am not ready to
face and so I leave it to guard those parts of my soul from the reader. The staining
caused by the oil in the hemp cords reminds us that this has been bound up, and will
remain so, for a long time.
Vessels ofLostHistory
- wooden bowl with two bottles containing the crumbled
remains ofa brittle book.
Here again we are faced with the idea of brittle books as dying, dead, or lost
with no way of salvaging them. Personally, as one who invests in new books whenever
possible, I don'twant to think of the time, care and money I have spent collecting these
treasures as wasted. The books I choose to read and own become a part of me, like
children, and to think that they are slowly disintegrating on my shelves is like a slow
torture. Thousands of titles have already been irretrievably lost worldwide, with no
copies available. In this, the information age, one has a better chance of reading a 2000
year old scroll than a mass produced gift book from 1890, a commercial pocket
paperback from the 1940's, or a magnetic computer tape from the 60's where the
reading hardware
no longer exists. (Brilliant, 6) I lament this loss of stories, histories,
and information, whether it is in our libraries or in our personal collections.
Artifactual Sex, Violence, andNature - hemp rope, calfskin vellum, and blood on
muslin in archival dropspine boxes.
Here are the results of conservation training at work. When making treatment
decisions a conservatormust know the informational value and the artifactual value are
of an object. When the artifactual value is high, very little intervention in the binding
integrity will be attempted. Instead a custom enclosure, such as a dropspine or drop
sided box, would be constructed and the object will be protected from any further
damage from shelving or handling. In boxing my own "artifacts", Tarn preserving their
metaphorical ability to serve as any or all of the roles suggested on the spines of their
titled boxes. These are the roles that most
"legitimate"
art seems to concern itself with
most often, and where that kind of art often resorts to shocking imagery, I preferred to
allow the suggested imagery speak to the viewer through the chosen artifacts.
Bookplates - accordion book in bookplate box with original text and photocopies of
altered bookplates.
This is whatwould be considered a more traditional artist book, handmade in an
edition of fifteen and one artist's proof. This is a prose poem inspired by finding an old
box of bookplates I was never able to put in books (to this day I find it difficult to mark
books in any way). The
text reads:
Back at Hauser Jr. High School Iwas a library aide.
At the end of the school year, the librarian gave each
aide a box ofbookplates.
Mine were a fairy talking to a sprite under a willow tree
and a black quarter moon.
In recent years though, things changed.
First the path began to disappear,
then the figures became amorphous.
Tlie sprite became a sad child and then a rock,
and the fairy took on a tombstone disguise.
Tlie tree blackened and the moon became a dark hole that grew....
until there was nothing left.
Ifanything remains, it is because you still believe it to be there.
As the pages progress, the bookplate facing each page of text becomes darker and
darker until the last where only the image border and "From the Books
of"
remain on
the plate. This little book illustrates the suppression of innocence as we take (on the
world and responsibility. Innocence is not lost, merely covered over and it is not
naivete that allows us to keep it safe. In other words, "Ignorance is not knowing
anything and being attracted to the good. Innocence is knowing everything, and still
being attracted to the
good."
(Estes, 151)
Good Days /BadDays - double sided accordion book with original text and
photographs.
This is the first book in a series, the others are Everything Happens for a Reason and
EverythingWorks Outfor the Best. The text of this book is short and sweet but sums up a
philosophy that is very
much a part of my personal belief system. It reads:
Tliere are good days and there are bad days.
Sometimes I donyt know till much later which ones are which.
The text reads the same on both sides but serves to play on theme of opposites in the
different papers, one light and one dark, but each sharing elements of the other. Two
different pairs of photographs continue the opposite motif, one pair being grasses near
the pond where I live and the other interiors with bright windows. Neither side
suggests a good or bad overtone and so it is left up to the viewer to determine or
hopefully, just contemplate.
In this body of work I have attempted to extend the use of the book form beyond
the convention in order to create a group of objects which contain a narrative quality as
well as reverently sacred undertones. Robert Johnson has said,
....a sense of reverence is necessary for psychological health.
If a person has no sense of reverence, no feeling that there
is anything that inspires awe, it cuts the conscious personality
off completely from the nourishing springs of the unconscious.
It is ironic, then, that so much of our modern culture is aimed at
eradicating all reverence, all respect for the high truths and
qualities that inspire a feeling of awe and worship in
the human soul. (Gablik, 76)
It is my sincere hope that these objects, either as a group or individually, can provide
some sense of that reverence, in order to move the viewer to remember a forgotten
story, memory, sight, sound, rite of passage, or mythical celebration.
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